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A model of the scattering of a structure1ess pointlike particle on a spherical bag with an 
internal structure, imitating "quark" degrees of freedom, is considered. It is assumed that the 
bag is a dynamical object and its radius plays the role of additional dynamical variable. The 
energy of the collision is distributed among the quark excitations and the vibration degrees of 
freedom of the bag surface. In the frame of the theory of extensions the Hamiltonian of the 
coupled bag-quark system interacting with the pointlike particle is constructed. The formal 
multichannel S matrix of the problem is obtained. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Let us consider two conservative quantum systems Q. 
and Q2 with Hamiltonians H. and H2 acting in Hilbert 
spaces K. and K 2, respectively. We assume that the system 
Q. consists of two noninteracting subsystems ft and r;r. Let 
the Hamiltonian H. ofthe system Q. be a direct sum ofthe 
corresponding Hamiltonians Hb and H", which determine 
independent evolutions of the subsystems: H. = W EIlH" in 
the Hilbert space K. = Kb EIlJr"l. The total Hamiltonian 
Ho of the system Q. U Q2 is represented as a tensor sum of the 
operators Hi' i = 1,2, 
(1) 
Because of the decomposition K. = Kb Ell Kq, the rela-
tion (1) can be written in the form 
Ho = (H b®I2 + Ib ®H2) 
Ell (Hq®I2 +Iq ®H2 ) 
=L. EIlL2• (2) 
One could switch on an interaction between the subsys-
tem in the composite quantum system Q. UQ2' as was done 
in Ref. 1. The method of the paper· deals with the situation 
in which the total Hilbert space is a direct sum of its sub-
spaces. An interaction arises as a result of construction of a 
set of self-adjoint extensions of some symmetric operator. 
This symmetric operator is the result of the restriction of the 
direct sum of initial Hamiltonians L. Ell L 2• This set, in par-
ticular, contains the initial Hamiltonian of the composite 
system. Any other self-adjoint extension can be interpreted 
as the total Hamiltonian determining the coupled dynamics 
of the subsystems and the interaction between them. 
In this paper we use the techniques of Refs. 1-4 for the 
operatorsL i , i = 1,2, of special structure (2), i.e., in the case 
when the total energy of the subsystems ft, r;r, and Q2 is the 
sum of the subsystem energies. We consider the scattering of 
a pointlike particle on a dynamical quark bag5 (DQB) as an 
illustration of the scheme described above. 
In this interpretation the operator Hb determines the 
dynamics of the DQB surface, Hq corresponds to the inter-
nal (quark) degrees of freedom, and H2 is the operator of 
kinetic energy of the pointlike particle. We construct an in-
teraction between the abovementioned degrees of freedom 
oj Present address: Freie Universitiit Berlin. Berlin (West). Germany. 
on the base of the extensions theory. 1-4 It will be shown that 
this approach leads to a nontrivial scattering matrix. 
II. MODEL 
Let us assume that the dynamics of the bag surface is 
given by the self-adjoint operator acting in the Hilbert space 
Kb = L 2 (0, 00 )5, 
b ( 1 d
2 
) HX= ---+V(R) X 2M dR 2 ' 
with boundary condition 
X(O) = 0. 
(3) 
(4) 
To simulate the breathing character of the system one should 
choose the potential V(R) with confinement: V(R) ..... 00 as 
R ..... 00. 
In this case the Hamiltonian Hb has the pure discrete 
spectrum U(Hb) = {En] }: = 0 and its eigenfunctions form 
the basis in the Hilbert space Kb. 
The dynamics of quark degrees of freedom inside the 
DQB is determined by a self-adjoint operator H", acting in 
an abstract Hilbert space Kb. The nature of the Hamilto-
nian Hb can be treated in different ways. It might be under-
stood as the few-body SchrOdinger operator with confining 
potentials (if one needs a nonrelativistic description); or as 
some relativistic Hamiltonian. Since there is no adequate 
mathematical description of multiquark dynamics at dis-
tances of the order of the confinement, we use the informa-
tion about the structure of the spectrum of the Hamiltonian 
H" only, omitting concrete details of the evolution of inter-
nal (quark) of freedom. In this case the bound states 
of Hq can be treated as quark excitations of the DQB. 
Finally, the role of the operator H2 is played by the 
Hamiltonian of the free particle 
1 d 2 
H 2u = - 2m dr u, r;;oO, 
u(O) = 0, 
(5) 
(6) 
in the Hilbert space L2 (0,00 ). Let us assume that the interac-
tion between the particle and DQB switches on if and only if 
the coordinates Rand r are equal, and the pointlike particle 
does not penetrate into the bag. As a consequence, the con-
figuration space is divided by the line y = ax into 
two sectors V± = {v;;o<ax}, where a = (m/M) 1/2, 
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x = R, y = and the scattering should be consid-
ered in "physical" sector V+ only. 
The condition of nonpenetrability into the bag leads to 
the following rather simple model of an interaction between 
the quantum systems (! and Q2' One needs to solve the 
Schrooinger equation in the physical sector V +: 
( a2 a
2 ) - ax2 - ay2 + Vex) - E t/J(x,y) = 0, (7) 
with the boundary conditions 
t/J(x,y)ly=ax =0, t/J(x,O) =0. (8) 
To include the interactions between the systems (! , (l1 , 
and Q2 in accordance with Refs. 1-4, let us restrict the do-
main of the operator Lito the set of all smooth functions in 
the sector V +, which vanish at the vicinity of the line y = ax. 
The symmetric operator L JO, restricted in such a way, has 
infinite deficiency indices. The boundary form 1-4 of its ad-
joint operator L To can be calculated as follows: 
(L To t/J,rp ) - (t/J,L Torp ) = i (an t/J q; - anq; t/J)dy, (9) 
where an denotes the normal derivative of the functions t/J, rp 
on the curve y. [Of course, the expression for the boundary 
form (9) on the domain 9 (L To) needs some regulariza-
tion. But for further purposes it is sufficient to consider the 
boundary form (9) only on the class of smooth functions, 
which do not satisfy any boundary condition on the line y. In 
this case one does not need any regularization and (9) holds 
in the ordinary sense.] 
The next step of the scheme l -4 is the restriction of the 
operator L2 to some symmetric operator L 20. Since the oper-
ator L2 = Hq + H2 acts in the tensor product ofthe Hilbert 
spaces JYt"'I ® we shall restrict the domain of the operator 
Hq only, so that the fixed elements () from JYt"'I be the defi-
ciency element for the restriction HZ, 
9(HZ) (10) 
We call the coefficients E! of the decomposition 
U = Uo + En+ Hq(Hq - iI) -I() + En- (Hq - iI)(), 
uoE9(HZ), uE9(Hg*) (11) 
of arbitrary element U from the domain of the adjoint opera-
tor HZ', the boundary values. In a general case, the bound-
ary values E ± of the elements U from 9 (L 10 ) become the 
functions of the variable y and the boundary form of the 
operator L 10 is given by 
(L 10u,v) - (u,L !ov) = r [Eu- (y) E; (y) JR + 
- Ev- (y) Eu+ (y) ] dy, (12) 
In order to construct a self-adjoint extension H of the opera-
tor L JO e L 20, in accordance with our general method, one 
should impose on the line y such boundary conditions that 
nullify the sum of the boundary forms (9) and (12). One of 
the simplest possibilities to do it is to study the following 
boundary conditions, mixing all the channels together: 
ant/Jlr =PE-(Y), E+(y) =Pt/Jl r, PER I. (13) 
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III. SCATTERING PROBLEM 
The spectral analysis of the total two-channel Schro-
dinger equation 
(H -E)t/J= 0 (14) 
can be reduced to some boundary-value problem in the sec-
tor V +. More precisely, it can be shown4 that the boundary 
values E ± on the solutions of the problem (14) are connect-
ed with the relation 
(15) 
Here Q(E + d 2/dy) is the integral operator acting in the 
space L 2(R ) with the kernel Q(y,y',z), 
Q(y,y',z) = i a(t)ro(Y - y',z - t)dt, (16) 
where ro(u) = (H2 - z) -I is the resolvent of the operator 
- d 2/dywith boundary conditions t/Jly=o = 0, act) is the 
Schwartz integral of the spectral measure of the operator 
Hq, and the counter r encircles the spectrum of the Hamil-
tonian lJ'I in the complex plane (t). 
Equality ( 15) reduces the problem ( 14) to the search of 
the components of the wave function '11 in the space 
® as the solutions of the following boundary value 
problem in the sector V +: 
( a2 a
2 ) ----+ Vex) -E t/J=O, dx2 dy 
with energy-dependent boundary conditions 
an t/JI r =P2Q(E+ :;)t/Jlr' 
t/Jlx=o = 0, 
(17) 
( 18) 
(19) 
and appropriate asymptotic conditions at infinity. All the 
information about internal degrees of freedom penetrates 
into the boundary-value problem (17)-(19) through the 
Schwartz integral act) of the Hamiltonian Hq, 
f A; + 1 a(t)= --d(E;.(),(), A-t (20) 
(21) 
Here fJEK'l is a vector parameter of the theory [see (10) ] . 
The function act) is an analytical function with a positive 
imaginary part in the upper half-plane of the complex vari-
able t. If the Hamiltonian lJ'I is a finite-dimensional self-
adjoint operator with a simple spectrum, As are its eigen-
values and Es are the corresponding orthogonal 
eigenprojectors, then act) is a rational function, 
(22) 
The formal solution6 of the problem (17)-(19) can be 
represented in the form 
n 
where kn =,j E - En are the reduced channels momenta. 
Substitution (23) into boundary conditions (18) yields 
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the following set of equations: 
L {8mn e - iP"x(a ax + gA n- + ikn) - SmneiP"x 
n 
(24) 
where Pn = akn are renormalized channels momenta and 
g = To determine the operators A n+ one needs 
to calculate the action of the integral operator Q(E 
+ d2ldr) on the elements ¢! (x,y) = e±  knYXn (x) consid-
ered as the functions of the only variable y = ax, 
Q (E + :; )¢n± (yla,r) 
= e±  iP"xQ( E + ax ± iknY)Xn (x) 
= e ± ip"x -21 . j n± (x,E -
1/"1 jr 
== - e ± ipnxA ! Ix n ). (25) 
Here the functions 9',f (X,A) are the L 2 solutions of the 
boundary-value problem 
[(1la)ax ± ikn]29'n± + A9' n± =Xn' 9',flx=o =0. 
(26) 
If the channel n is opened, 1m k n = 0, then 9' ,,+ = 9' n- • 
Formally, the S matrix can be determined by projecting 
the system (24) on the basis {X n }. In this case the system 
(24) can be written in terms of the matrices W± ,playing the 
role of the wave operators 
W';n = (Xm le±  ip"x(a ax + gA n± =+= ikn) IXn) (27) 
in the following way: 
(28) 
On the opened channels we obviously have 
( W';:-n ). = W';n· 
IV. RESUME 
The next step is the studying of analytical properties of 
the suggested S matrix 
S= (W+)-IW-. (29) 
It will be done anywhere. Let us note here the following 
circumstances. 
( 1) The scheme of the exclusion of the channels 7/"b 
and 7r'" described above demonstrates that the scattering on 
DQB can be reduced to some effective matrix-many-channel 
problem in the space 7/"2' 
( - :y: ® I + B - E )<1> = 0, (30) 
with energy-dependent boundary conditions 
<I>-I<I>'ly=o = 9(E). (31) 
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Here B is a diagonal matrix of thresholds 
B = diag{E,,}, 
P(E) = -iKI/2(W+ + W-)-I 
(W+ - W-)K 1/2 
is a P matrix 7 of the problem, 
K = diag{kn }. 
(32) 
(33) 
(34) 
(2) In the opened-channel approximation we can use 
the finite set of equations 
N L W.;:-"S,,/ = W ';/. 
,,=1 
Denoting by a + the determinate of the matrix W + , 
a + = det W+ = a + (k l ,k2, ... ,k,,), 
we find 
(35) 
Here we treat the channel momenta k n as independent 
variables and consider matrix element S m/ as the function of 
these variables. 
The studying of analytical properties ofthe S matrix can 
be reduced to the investigation of corresponding Fredholm 
determinants Ii.. + (Ref. 8). 
Nevertheless the most interesting question is to study 
the limit N ..... 00 and analytical behavior of the the total S 
matrix. 
In conclusion, we have demonstrated that the new 
method of coupling of different degrees of freedom in the 
system proposed, leads to a rather interesting scattering 
problem here. For more realistic simulation, the peripheral 
interaction in the Hamiltonian H 2, as well as higher partial 
waves in the corresponding channel, should be taken into 
account. 
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